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After breakfast drive toward south of Tehran and will visit Golestan palace that is a UNESCO World Heritage
site in Tehran and most of its architecture relate to Qajar era.
Next, drive to visit National museum of Iran that is located in a few distance with Golestan palace and it’s a
complete collection of ancient objects from whole around of Iran and relate to olden Millennium.
The other museum in this itinerary is Jewelry museum that is the most glorious museum in Iran and will visit
a wealthy collection of origin Jewels and precious gems in this museum.
After lunch, drive to the north of Tehran and visit contemporary palace of Tehran that will find new palaces
relate to late Pahlavi with using newest modernity at that time.
The palace area includes the Niavaran palace and the royal clothing museum, Sahebqaranieh Palace and the
Museum of the Basin, the Ahmadshahi Palace, the Jahan Nama Museum, the dedicated library, the Niavaran
Palace›s exclusive car museum, the garden of inscriptions and greenhouses.
For dinner drive to Darband and after a short walk in this recreational part of Tehran come back to hotel.
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Darband History

Darband was one of Tehran’s oldest rural villages most famous for it’s country life, nomadic pastures, clean water, and
cool fresh air. Light construction had always stretched high up around the meandering stream of Darband. But now the
village is one of Tehran’s most upmarket destinations for casual dining, relaxing, tourism, and fitness hubs.
HIKING THE MOUNTAINS
Located in the Shemiran District, Darband is positioned 1700 meters above sea level. The same Darband River flows
through the Sa’dabad Palace Complex, and due to the temperate weather all year round, it’s one of the best places to
access the Alborz mountain range. Hiking is possible east towards Jamshidieh Park, west towards Darakeh valley, or as
far North as Mount Tochal reaching 3964m elevation. There are also winter skiing opportunities here too, but don’t worry
there are telecabins around Darband and Darakeh all the way to the Tochal Hotel, so more comfortable options are readily available. You can also camp, lodge in huts, or find other hotels scattered above both Darband and Darakeh valleys.
DINING IN DARBAND
However if fitness and landscapes aren’t your thing, you might instead consider trying the local sweets, relaxing in a traditional teahouse, or ordering a delicious Persian meal from Darband. There are many dining options in Darband from
luxury restaurants to small cheap teahouses. Whatever your into, at any time of the week, Darband makes an ideal respite
away from the bustling Tehran city. While you might experience a little foot traffic and the odd grazing goat, rest assure
cars cannot access the valley. But if you’re too tired to hike to Darband, you could always appreciate the river below from
Sa’dabad Palace Complex, it flows right through the royal parklands next to a few cafes.

Proposal Prices
No. Of Pax
Vehicle

(10 + 1)
1,790 €

SGL.SUPP
425 €
Middle Bus

Services Include:

Professional English Speaking Guide for whole of the trip
All excursion & transfers by modern coach with experienced driver
Meal : FB (1 Breakfast + 1 Lunch + 1 Dinner)
Refreshment between way(mineral water, tea or coffee)
Entrances fee according to itinerary

Services Exclude:

International flights
Consular visa charge
Tips to the drivers & Iranian Guide
Airport departure taxes outside Iran if applicable.
Excess baggage charges.
Items of a personal nature such as laundry, telephone, etc.

Contact Information:
Website: WWW.Ghoghnos.ir
Email: Inbound@ghoghnos.net
Phone: +98 21 24525 Ext.: 203, 213, 211
Fax: +98 21 22644607

H.Q.:No.1758, North of Sadr Bridge, Shariati st.,Tehran,Iran Tel: + 982124525 Fax: + 982122604941
Branch No. 1 : Unit 6 ,6th fl. Sayeh Tower, Valiasr Ave., Tehran-Iran Tel:+982122027421 Fax:+982126201350
E-MAIL: info@ghoghnos.net

